
FIVE-SECOND OVERVIEW

ZoomInfo helps recruiters and staffing 

agencies achieve their most pressing 

objective: driving more candidate 

conversations from recruiting efforts. 

Whether you’re sourcing for a key 

account, building your account pipeline, 

or searching for passive candidates, 

ZoomInfo’s database of over 220 

million businesspeople and 12 million 

company profiles will help you do your 

job – faster. The company’s Growth 

Acceleration Platform dynamically puts 

recruiting pros in position to identify, 

connect, and engage with both passive 

candidates and accounts of all sizes. 

ZoomInfo for Recruiting

Find more candidates

Increase quality of hire

Improve response rates

Source with speed

More Sourcing
Less Headaches



WHY ZOOMINFO’S DATA MATTERS

ZoomInfo offers access to more direct dials 

and email addresses than any other competitor 

in the marketplace. ZoomInfo’s ReachOut 

2.1 plugin offers a significant advantage to 

recruiters who prospect in LinkedIn. Designed 

to simplify workflows, the extension allows 

users to access and export direct contact 

information from a candidate’s LinkedIn profile, 

without ever having to leave the page.

“The direct dials are accurate. The emails 

are accurate. When you are trying to create 

conversations with decision makers, ZoomInfo 

truly is the top data provider in the industry.”

– Beth Turner, Director of Vendor
Management, MRINetwork

ZoomInfo is in the business of making your 

job easier, and with our growing database 

of over 221 million professionals, sourcing 

passive candidates has never been easier. 

Whether you’re recruiting for your own 

company or placing for key accounts, 

ZoomInfo has the data you need to identify 

and connect with passive candidates. By 

eliminating lengthy guesswork, research, and 

manual data entry from your daily workload, 

you can finally focus on what you do

best: recruit. 

www.zoominfo.com | 866.904.9666
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